Social Security Plus Talking Points
Retirement that keeps our promises and provides for the future.


No More Payroll Taxes. Social Security Plus provides a complete financial rescue of Social Security without any more employer or employee payroll taxes.



More Benefits. Social Security Plus provides a total of 10% more
funding in the near-term window for the benefit of the disabled and
does this without any taxation. No benefit reductions.



Solvency Restored. Social Security Plus replaces the current system
model with a new model that is completely self-sustaining after only 12
years. The trillions of dollars of looming liabilities are safely removed.



Voluntary Participation. Social Security Plus is a voluntary participation program that is beyond the grasp of government. No more raiding
the kitty and no more takeovers. You’ll like the way it works for you.



Lock-In Benefits When You Choose. The new system allows beneficiaries to lock-in benefits when they choose and to lock-in multiple
benefits. Social Security Plus gives you the flexibility to decide.



Work & Receive Benefits. Social Security Plus allows you to lock-in a
benefit and still work—you decide.



Fiscally-Smart Design. The new system’s design makes the rescue
of the current system an asset to our economy instead of a drag on our
future. The financial structure of the plan is the key to the outcomes.



Government Out. The new system ends the government’s monopoly
on the retirement insurance industry and replaces it with a system that
cannot be corrupted by government, nor can it be corrupted by the participants. The new system is self-sustaining and self-regulating.



Real Economic Prosperity. The end of the current program will create a permanent boost to the economy and the resulting plan structure
gives our economy a permanent advantage in the global economy.

Lovellian Economics
A new interpretation
of classic free-market
capitalism that
focuses on a
comprehensive
solution for the
problems facing our
economy, the way we
organize our
business affairs and
how we pay for
government and
entitlement
programs. Lovellian
Economics focuses
on practical—not
theoretical—
solutions to the
challenges we face
and offers a new way
forward for our
political economy.
Lovellian Economics
can produce real
results without a
single dime of
taxation and still pay
off our looming
national debt.

Social Security Plus is part of an omnibus approach to the organization of
our economy’s key institutions and the way we organize and fund businesses and government in the 21st century that includes:


An entirely new way of undertaking health care that provides real accountability and affordability without a dime of taxes.



An entirely new way of undertaking public education at all levels with
real accountability, real affordability and without a dime of taxes.



A complete overhaul of our central banking system and commercial
banking system that requires no tax dollars to sustain.
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